Abstract-In current communication system, high quality audio signal is supposed to be provided with low bit rate and low computational complexity. This paper proposed a novel audio coding bandwidth extension method, which can improve decoded audio quality with increasing only a few coding bits per frame and a little computational complexity. This method calculate high-frequency synthesis filter by using codebook mapping method, and transmit only quantified gain corrections in high-frequency part of multiplexing coding bit stream. The preliminary test show that this method can provide comparable audio quality with lower bit consumption and computational complexity compared to the high frequency regeneration of AMR-WB+.
I. INTRODUCTION
Traditional mobile communication can only provide a narrow band speech and audio signal. The limited bandwidth loses high frequency signal and will affect the speech and audio quality in communication. In order to improve decoding audio quality, bandwidth extension technology is proposed to be implemented in the audio codec in mobile communication system [1] . The principle of Bandwidth extension is to reconstruct the high-band audio signal from narrowband audio signal. Bandwidth extension technology is divided into two types, one is the "blind" bandwidth extension technology, and another is "non-blind" bandwidth extension technology [2] . The basic feature of "Blind" bandwidth extension technology is: the reconstruction of high-frequency signals does not require any information of original high-frequency signals but only uses the low-frequency signals to reconstruct high frequency signal [3] . The principle of "Non-blind" bandwidth extension technology is extracting parameters which reflect the features of the original high-frequency signal in the encoder, such as energy information, spectral envelope information, the high-frequency excitation signal, spectrum smoothing factor, and other information, and transmitting to the decoder. Then decoder retrieves low-frequency information and the parameters of high-frequency signal to reconstruct high frequency signal [4] . This paper is organized as follows: section 2 reviewed the traditional bandwidth extension methods. Section 3 gave the research on the relation between the lowband signal and highband signal. Section 4 gave the selected narrowband features, and section 5 introduced the proposed bandwidth extension algorithm, and the experiment results were presented in section 6. Finally, conclusions are given in section 7.
II. TRADITIONAL BANDWIDTH EXTENSION METHODS
N.Enbom proposed a "blind" bandwidth extension method in [5] . This method utilize high-frequency spectral envelope which comes from codebook mapping method, to calculate high-frequency synthesis filter. Then the low-frequency residual signals are used as excitation signal, through high-frequency synthesis filter to rebuild the high-frequency signals. There are also some other "blind" bandwidth extension methods, such as [6] . In [6] , K.Y.Park used Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) to describe the distribution of spectral vectors, which describe the spectral envelopes of the narrow band and the wide band signal. These "blind" methods of high frequency reconstruction do not require any side information of original high-frequency. But there are some problems in the "blind" methods. Firstly, the reconstruction effect for the fricative high-frequency part signal, such as /s/ or /f/, is not good. In addition, when the signal has strong non-stationary characteristics, the reconstructed high-frequency signal will have strong noise. [7] High-frequency reconstruction of AMR-WB+, which is the latest mobile audio codec standard issued by 3GPP [8] , is a "non-blind" bandwidth extension method. The encoder calculates the high frequency synthesis filter parameters by quantizing LPC coefficients of high frequency, and then calculates the ratio between the gain of synthesis high frequency signal and the gain of original high frequency signal. The LPC coefficients and the gain ratio are transmitted to decoder. The decoder reconstructs the high frequency signal through these parameters [8] . This method can get prefer good quality of reconstruction audio. However, this method requires more side information of high-frequency than the "blind" bandwidth extension method.
III. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LOWBAND AND HIGHBAND
The narrowband signal only has lowband signal, but missing highband signal. The highband signal is decoded based on the correlation between the lowband and highband. Because the highband envelope is estimated based on the lowband feature vector, and if the lowband feature vector has a good correlation with highband envelope, then the decoded highband envelope could be estimated more accurately.
From the perspective of information theoretic, the dependencies between different signals are described by their mutual information and larger mutual information the greater the likelihood is. The mutual information between two random variables x and y is given by ( ; ) ( ) ( | ) I x y h y h y x = −
Where ( ) h y is the differential entropy, ( | ) h y x is conditional differential entropy and they are defined by
Assume x is feature vector, y is the real value and y is estimated value based on x , n is the estimation error.
( ), y f x n y y = = −
The entropy of a scale signal with the variance 2 n σ is bounded upper by the entropy of a normally distributed variable with the same variance [9] .
Then (1) could be described:
Because the estimated ( ) f x is deterministically depending on x , in other words, the estimated ( ) f x does not yield any new information, if feature x is already known, then it could be described:
Applying the above (5) and (6) in the same order yields the inequality ( ; ) ( ) ( | ) ( ) ( ) I x y h y h n x h y h n = − ≥ −
And using (4) the (7) can be transformed to 
If the exp operation is applied to both sides of the inequality, we can get:
Adding up the inequalities of individual estimator of all vector components yields a bound on the overall mean-square error
There is a relation between the arithmetic and geometric mean of a sequence: if the values of a sequence 1 1 , , ,
o N a a a − are positive, the arithmetic mean is always greater than or equal to the geometric mean ( )
In our case, the values of exp(2 ( | )) i h y x are strictly positive and from (12) we find
And from (14), we get
This expression contains the sum of conditional entropies of the element of y . As it is always smaller than or equal to the sum of the individual entropies 
The log spectral distortion is measured:
Here the quantities ( ) A relation between the log spectral distortion and the error of estimated parameters was formulated in [10] :
From (21), it could be concluded that under the condition that feature vector is determined, there exists a minimum spectral distortion between the estimated value and the original value for highband envelope, and the minimum value is only related with the mutual information. And the larger the mutual information, the lower is the bound of the minimum value. To eliminate the spectral distortion, the feature vector having larger mutual information with highband envelope should be selected in the bandwidth extension algorithm.
However, these are only taking into account of the mutual information and could not be the optimal, and the separability of feature vector should also be taken into account, for to add some separate feature components could increase the algorithm performance. Let Then, the total numbers of feature vectors in the training are given by. To obtain a scalar measure for the separability of the classes of feature vector, a trace criterion is used
The within-class and between-class covariance matrices are calculated The Chinese and English wideband speech testing sequences provided by AVS workgroup are used in experiments. 85,000 frame samples are extracted from the above sequence and the mutual information between various narrowband feature vectors and highband envelope parameters (10 order LPC coefficients) and the separability of narrowband feature vectors are calculated [11] . Coefficients of the auto-correlation function ( acf
The normalized coefficients of the auto-correlation function (ACF) can be calculated as follows:
[ ] ( (1), (2) , , 
The normalized frame energy ( nrp
It reflects the envelope of signal magnitude, and for the m-th frame, the normalized logarithmic frame energy could be calculated by α is the adjust factor and is set to 0.96. N is the number of samples in each frame.
The gradient index ( gi
The measure is based on the sum of magnitudes of the gradient of the speech at each change of direction
where
The spectral centroid ( sc
It is defined as the centre of gravity of the magnitude spectrum of the band limited speech and reflects its brightness 
V. PROPOSED LOW BIT RATE METHOD
We have proposed a bandwidth extension method combines the advantages of both "blind" bandwidth extension technology and "non-blind" bandwidth extension technology [10] . However, the method can not work for music signal as well as for speech signal. We get the LPC coefficient mapping code book of high-frequency and low-frequency through training, and get the high-frequency synthesis filter coefficients by the code book mapping method. Then let the low-frequency excitation get through the high-frequency synthesis filter to calculate the synthesis high-frequency signals, and compares with original high-frequency signals to calculate to gain factors. Only the gain factors for high frequency part are added into the transmission bit stream. Decoder use the codebook searching method to get the synthesis filter coefficients of high frequency signal, adjust low-frequency excitation signal by gain factors, and get high-frequency excitation. Then get the reconstructed high frequency signal through high frequency synthesis filter.
A. Codebook Generation
As bit-stream does not include complete spectral envelope information of the high-frequency signal, decoder needs to get the spectrum envelope information of high-frequency signals through codebook mapping [12] . Codebook mapping structure is as shown in figure 1. The low-frequency part of the codebook is the low frequency coefficients quantified from each frame, high-frequency part is the 8-order LSF coefficient quantified of the sub-frame. The high-frequency and low-frequency mapping codebook is created by training the low frequency feature parameters and the corresponding high-frequency LSF parameters of audio sequences. The training method is as followed: 1) Put audio sequence through a low-pass filter and a high-pass filter separately, and respectively get low-frequency signal and the corresponding high-frequency signal.
2) Classify the audio based on the synthesized low frequency signal. And select the corresponding mapping book.
3) Extract 14-order low frequency feature coefficients each 20 ms sub-frame of the low-frequency signals, and convert LPC coefficients to ISF. 4) Training low-frequency feature parameters through LBG algorithm, to get the vector quantization codebook CB lf with low-frequency feature parameters. 5) Using low-frequency vector quantization CB lf codebook to quantify the low-frequency parameters of the audio sequence to get the codebook index of the low-frequency part.
6) Extract 8-order LPC coefficients of corresponding high-frequency signals in each sub-frame, and convert to LSF coefficients. 7) Calculating average value of the corresponding high-frequency LSF parameters of frames which have the same codebook index with the low-frequency part, to get the corresponding high frequency LSF quantified vector. So the high-frequency LSF quantified codebook CB hf is constructed, as shown in figure 2 . 9) Training the sub codebooks by using the high frequency LSF differences from step 8.
The low-frequency codebook and high-frequency codebook which get from the above method are mapping via codebook index. And each audio type has a mapping codebook and corresponding sub codebook.
B. highband energy adjustment
Psychoacoustic experimental results show that the audio high frequency energy is very sensitive, so it is an important issue in bandwidth extension algorithm to adjust high frequency energy of synthetic audio signal.
We extract the energy factor based on the nonlinear aural critical bands. Firstly, Audio signal is transformed and divided into four sub band in nonlinear scale, as shown in table II. In the nonlinear scale, when the frequency is increased, the width of band is exponentially increased. Then, the rates of the input high bands energy and the reproduced high bands energy are extracted and encoded.
C. Encode algorithm
The encoder will calculate synthesis filter parameters and gain factors. The proposed encoding algorithm is as shown in Figure 3 Firstly, the audio type is judged for selecting mapping codebook, and then the encoder system calculates a group of 16-order LPC lf coefficients on each frame (256 samples) of the low-frequency signals long frame (1024). Interpolate 16-order LPC lf coefficients to get the ISP lf coefficients of sub-frame (64 samples). ISP lf then will be converted to ISP lf coefficient. Do vector quantization of ISP lf coefficients to get the quantified ISP lf coefficients. According to the low-frequency and high-frequency mapping codebook and the sub codebook, find the corresponding quantified 8-order high-frequency bands LSF hf coefficients of each sub-frame in the codebook by the 16-order ISF lf factors in the low-frequency bands of each sub-frame. Convert the quantified high-frequency LSF hf coefficients to the quantified ISP hf coefficients. Then convert the quantified ISP hf to the 8-order LPC 
We put ( ) S n through this analysis filter to get the residual signal ( ) R n .
( ) ( ) ( ) R n A n S n = * 
Because the reconstructed high-frequency excitation signals come from the low-frequency signal，it is very important to calculate suitable gain factor for the signal.
Given E as the energy of original high-frequency signal _ ( )
The energy of reconstructed high-frequency signals ' ( )
Definition of gain factor Q is:
Four calculated gain factor of 1 frame(256 samples) form a four-dimensional vector Q ， ( , , , )
The four-dimensional vector Q is deal with vector quantization by 7 bits. At last, the quantified codes will be sent to the decoder end with low-frequency signal bit-stream together.
D. Decode algorithm
After encoder transmit energy gain factor to the decoder end, decoder will reconstruct the high frequency band signal via gain factors and synthesis filter parameters. Decoding algorithm is shown in Figure 4 : 
VI. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS

A. Sound quality
In this section, we present listening tests results. In the preliminary tests, we compare the proposed algorithm against the high frequency regeneration algorithm part of the standardized AMR-WB+. For comparisons, we use the core low frequency audio codec part of AMR-WB+, and replace the bandwidth extension part with the proposed algorithm. The test audio sequences are from MPEG standard audio. They are es01.wav, es02.wav, es03.wav, sc01.wav, sc02.wav, sc03.wav, si01.wav, si02.wav, si03.wav, sm01.wav, sm02.wav, sm03.wav. All of them are a 48 kHz sampled mono waveform. Testing bit-rates are 24kbps. The test results consist of an average score and a 95% confidence interval.
From figure 5 , we can see there is no palpable decline of the audio quality. 
B. Bit rate for BWE
In AMR-WB+ bandwidth extension method, each sub-frame of 20 ms (256 samples) needs to increase 16 bits to transmit high-frequency information. In the proposed bandwidth extension method, if the low frequency codec use different mode, each frame needs different bits to transmit high-frequency information. The bit consumption is shown in table IV. The table 1 shows that the proposed bandwidth extension algorithm can decrease 43.75% bit rate compared to the AMR-WB+ high frequency regeneration.
C. Computing complexity
We compared the computing complexity of the proposed bandwidth extension methods with the AMR-WB+ [8] and AVS-P10 [13] . The 12 MPEG standard audio sequences are used in this experiment. We run the encoder and decoder of the three codecs, including AMR-WB+, AVS-P10 and our proposed algorithm, in the same hardware and software environments and compare the average time of encoding and decoding each frame. The table V and VI shows the test result. es01  77  260  244  es02  63  226  192  es03  59  186  168  sc01  87  271  258  sc02  97  322  315  sc03  85  287  258  si01  53  182  170  si02  62  187  180  si03  222  669  630  sm01  83  265  255  sm02  68  210  200  sm03  109  330  322  Sum  1063  3395  3192 From the above test result, we can see that the computing complexity of proposed algorithm is greater than the AMR-WB+, but less than the AVS-P10.
VII. CONCLUSION
A low bit rate method of extending the audio codec bandwidth is proposed in this paper. With combining the advantages of both "blind" and "non-blind" technologies, this method use "blind" bandwidth extension technology to restore high frequency spectral envelope, and use "non-blind" bandwidth extension technical to adjust energy of high-frequency. Compared with the narrowband audio coding technology, this method can raise the audio quality. And compared with AMR-WB+, the proposed method can get comparable sound quality, but with lower bit-rate for high-frequency. So this method can be suitable for real-time audio codec, and well meet the needs of mobile communications. 
